
“THAR SHE BLOWS!”
SPEARPHISHING, WHALING, AND 
EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN



WELCOME

 Thank you for joining

 300+ registrants from wide range of organizations and roles

 Please feel free to submit questions using question box

 Slides, recording and survey coming tomorrow via email
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 Paul Price, VP of Forensics
Xact Data Discovery

‒ Manages extensive XDD forensic team

‒ Expert in digital forensics and cyber security

‒ Conducts digital forensic investigations for civil 
litigation, criminal matters, internal investigations, 
and cyber security efforts

‒ Certified computer forensic examiner

‒ Former law enforcement officer

‒ Supervised 1000+ forensic exams

‒ Experienced in digital forensics, financial crimes 
investigation, crime scene, and counterterrorism as a 
former member of the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force
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TODAY’S SPEAKER
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 Phishing (Spear Phishing)

 Whaling 

 Business Email Compromise (BEC)

 Vishing

 Pretexting

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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NIGERIAN 419 SCAMS
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 Phishing is highly successful tactic used by cybercriminals to obtain 
sensitive information from unsuspecting victims

 It uses "bait" such as legitimate appearing emails, text messages, 
phone calls or websites to request information (i.e. 
username/password, bank account number, personal information, 
etc.) 

 The messages are seemingly so urgent, so potentially disastrous 
that the recipient feels compelled to act quickly, putting normal 
security hygiene practices by the wayside 

 Spear Phishing is a subset of phishing, using similar methods but 
targets key individuals who are expected to have very special access 
or information that the cybercriminal wants

 91% of successful breaches started with a spear phishing attack!!!

PHISHING
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 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

DOCUSIGN SAMPLE
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 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

UPS SAMPLE
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 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

WHATS IN YOUR WALLET?
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 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

 Paul to insert

PAYPAL SAMPLE
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 A link (or hyperlink) is a set of directions telling your computer 
or device where to go once it is clicked on 

 They are generally represented by a button on words that are 
colored differently that the rest of text on the page

 =                                                    = go to my fake site

LINKS
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FAKE SITE
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 Whaling is just another form of phishing for high-value targets 
such as C-suite executives. The attack is either run against the 
executive or by impersonating an executive (normally CEO) to 
get employees to transfer information or company funds.

 Successful whaling attacks demand more time, research, and 
sophistication than standard phishing  

 Attacks against executives generally use common concerns or 
fears that require a quick response such as legal action or 
being the subject of reputational harm

WHALING
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“Thousands of high-ranking executives across the country have 
been receiving e-mail messages this week that appear to be 
official subpoenas from the United States District Court in San 
Diego. Each message includes the executive’s name, company 
and phone number, and commands the recipient to appear 
before a grand jury in a civil case”.

WHALING
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WHALING



SPEARPHISHING, WHALING, 
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WHALING/BUSINESS EMAIL 
COMPROMISE
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 Business Email Compromise (BEC) is also known as CEO Fraud

 Impersonation of executive(s)

 Common targets include CFO, Controller/Comptroller, HR, 
Accounting/Finance

WHALING
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REAL WORLD CASE SCENARIO

WHALING
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 The payroll department at Snapchat received a whaling email that 
purported to come from the CEO asking for employee payroll 
information. In response to the email, the payroll staff disclosed all 
of the company’s payroll data to the attacker.

 Toy giant Mattel lost over $3 million after a senior finance executive 
fell victim to a whaling email attack. The email purported to come 
from the new CEO and requested a wire transfer.

 An executive at Seagate responded to a whaling email that 
requested the W-2 forms for all current and former employees. The 
incident resulted in a breach of income tax data for nearly 10,000 
Seagate employees.

WHALING EXAMPLES
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 In 2017, there was 200% increase noted for Business Email 
Compromise types of whaling attacks

 In 2019, Phishing and credential theft remain as the 
prominent attack types

 98% of all phishing attacks use email

 Financial gain is the most common motive 

STATISTICS
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 Vishing is a type of phishing that uses a fake caller ID or 
spoofed number to impersonate a business or individual to 
gain access to sensitive information

VISHING
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VISHING
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 Pretexting is tactic used to physically impersonate legitimate 
individuals in order to gain access to secured areas or 
computers and steal data 

 Attackers generally research targets thoroughly and rely on 
their ability to communicate to gain and exploit trust for 
malicious purposes

 Higher personal risk, but still very effective

IN PERSON PRETEXTING
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 Think before you click – “When it doubt, Throw it out”

 Always scrutinize a request for username/password

 Use Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) for everything

 Limit the amount of personal information you make public

 Implement multiple layers of approval for major transactions

 Never access random USB device

 Don’t assume someone is who they say they are

 Training…Training….Training

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
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 XDD email coming tomorrow with slides, recording, survey and invite to 
next webinar 

 RSVP for upcoming webinar on Wednesday, April 29th, at 1PM EDT: 

– Time to Make the Donuts: Processing Fundamentals
• Matthew Verga, JD, XDD Director of Education

• Brent Westenfelt, XDD Director, eDiscovery Operations Management

 Visit the “Learn” section of the XDD website for valuable white papers, 
blog articles and webinars at www.xactdatadiscovery.com

 Engage with XDD

‒ XDD Educational Webinar Topic Survey

‒ https://www.xactdatadiscovery.com/xdd-educational-webinar-topic-survey/

ENGAGE WITH XDD

http://www.xactdatadiscovery.com/
https://www.xactdatadiscovery.com/xdd-educational-webinar-topic-survey/

